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KGS Springfield is the recent project of KGS Developers located at Thalambur, Chennai. The
apartments of Springfield are of 2 and 3 BHK. The cost at which these lavish homes price start is Rs
31, 53,000 onwards. The area range of these flats is 1051 sq ft to 1354 sq ft. The price per sq ft is
Rs 3000.

The sequence of the superb residences are extended over 9 blocks, which are carrying on 640
apartments and this whole housing project wraps the region of 8 acres with the extremely
demanded and superlative lavish facilities, such as, community hall, club house & event lounge,
high speed elevators, water treatment plant, and power back up.

This outstanding development is deliberately situated as it is giving close proximity to the entire
important places like, schools, hospitals, market, etc. of the city. The creation is planned as a
standard-setting development comprising of marvelous site, taking advantage of the strong location
thus providing most apartments with superb views and a calm environment.

This bold and creative project represents the progressive approach of property development and
serves as a standard quality for future projects. It has managed to accomplish the objectives of the
Worldâ€™s majority aware seekers of property, who can enjoy the pleasure, comfort and handiness of
stepping out of their homes right onto their vessel. Each and every apartment shows an expression
of tasteful individuality. The property has proven to be tremendous investment chance in Chennaiâ€™s
property market that populace who wants to buy a second apartment due to the high quality and lot
of features of the project.

KGS developer is one of the highly respected and reputed builders of Chennai. This group has
granted Chennai with very renowned and worlds class constructions for increasing the beauty of the
city. KGS Developers is committed to being a leading property development group with a center on
pioneering and quality construction, ethical practices, transparent systems and a â€˜customer firstâ€™
outlook. With the unique and dedicated professional team the group is going forward in the path of
success and contributing with mind blowing quality developments. The mission of KGS Group in this
competitive real estate industry is to offer all of the customers an outstanding and unmatched
service by their honesty, awareness and professionalism. Developers are faithful in presenting the
top quality finishing and design, setting novel principles within the industry.

By taking the prompt from the striking vision of homes, the architects of this scheme has created an
exclusive living atmosphere supposed as a natural extension of the good judgment of brightness
and space, both of which are abundant. The apartments are also visualized with their eventual
occupants in mind. All of the settings of each and everything allow residents all the scope and
suppleness they need to create their own personalized living spaces. The material which is chosen
for creation of flats is giving sensation of a faultless development by its natural attractiveness. All
residences are perfectly finished in a choice of fine objects or specifically developed colors. So, if
you are seeking a home in this city, the apartments of KGS Springfield are your full one-stop
solution for homes in Chennai. For more information:

http://www.investinnest.com/c-kgs-springfield-chennai.htm.
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Investinnest - About Author:
InvestInNest is a Professional India Property consultant to provide the service to Mostly NRI, to
invest money in booming real estate sector of India since last 10 years. Learn more at a KGS
Springfield. Call 9717841117 for any assistance.
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